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Using optical network technology in grid networks, we are able to achieve much higher bandwidth require-
ments, essentially eliminating the bottleneck that throttled the previous generation of grids. However, we
cannot apply the same algorithms to optical grid networks as we would on traditional grid networks since
they have other physical constraints and conditions that need to be satisfied. As such, research on this topic
is relatively scarce since optical networks themselves are still not perfectly implemented and researchers
are still experimenting with this technology, and have yet to fully utilize it. We present a comprehensive
survey studying key solutions that have been proposed to optimize task scheduling and resource allocation
in optical grid networks. Note that although the traditional algorithm can be applied to optical grids, there
are many other factors and constraints that need to be taken into account in order to provide an optimal or
a near-optimal solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a move towards grids implemented with optical networks as
traditional networks are reaching their bottleneck with the emergence of newer tech-
nologies which utilize more bandwidth. This survey presents a comprehensive analysis
of the research done so far on task scheduling and resource allocation of applications on
optical grids. The research papers for this survey were identified using Google Scholar,
ACM and IEEE sources. There were 4 conference papers and 6 journal articles which
deal with aspects of task scheduling and/or resource allocation strategies specifically
in optical grid networks.

Liang et al.’s proposal [2006], which considered the allocation of network resources
for data transfer in optical grids when scheduling was one of the first papers at the
time in which the authors granted the network resource the same level to be con-
sidered as the computation and storage resources. In the same year, Guo et al. [2006]
released their work which proposes algorithms for task scheduling and resource alloca-
tion which consider network resources contention simultaneously. We further present
the work of Kim et al. [2007] which investigates coordinated resource scheduling al-
gorithms, introduces a simple scheduling algorithm, and then evaluates its impact on
grid performance. In the following years research focused more on accurate scheduling.
We present the work of Wang et al. [2007] which investigates accurate task scheduling
in optical grids, models practical data transfer and task execution, and finally imple-
ments a theoretical scheduling algorithm to show significant improvement over con-
ventional methods. Later, Guo et al. [2008] proposed an improved accuracy of schedul-
ing algorithms by solving the problem of accuracy deviations in the real optical-grid
environment in [2008]. In [2009] Develder et al. studied the impact of task and re-
source scheduling on optical grids, and concluded that the different locations of clus-
ters yield different results. The remaining 4 papers are considered important although
they do not deal with the problem of task scheduling and resource allocation directly,
they do deal with different aspects that may affect the processes of task scheduling
and/or resource allocation. For instance, Liu et al. [2009] suggest and tried to prove
that lightpath establishment must be considered jointly with task scheduling in order
to achieve the best performance. Interestingly, only one of these papers cites another.
However, all of these papers cite the same research that has been done on task schedul-
ing and resource allocation on either traditional grid networks or theoretical models,
this may be a good indication that this area of research is still relatively new.

We have divided the surveyed papers into 3 sections. Section I pertains to research
which directly deals with the allocation of network resources when scheduling. Section
II of our paper explores research which aims to improve the accuracy of task scheduling
algorithms on optical grids. Finally, section III presents papers which suggest other
factors and solutions must be taken into consideration (such as modeling the problem
into an acyclic directed graph) for the optimization of task scheduling and resource
allocation in optical networks.

2. SURVEY OF RESEARCH
2.1. Task scheduling and Resource Allocation Strategies on optical grids
The research papers in this section deal directly with approaches to task scheduling
and resource allocations in optical grids. The earliest research on task scheduling is
the work by Liang et al. [2006]. In addition to being one of the earliest papers on task
scheduling in optical grids, this is also one of the earliest papers on task scheduling in
optical grids which consider the co-allocation or co-scheduling of both optical network
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and computing resources. There are 3 conference papers in this section, along with one
journal paper.

2.1.1. Adaptive task scheduling on optical grid. As grid users create more diverse and
complex applications, the bandwidth of the electrical network becomes the bottleneck
of grid applications. This makes optical grids, with their massive bandwidth and
cheap cost an attractive alternative. A key aspect of grid environments is scheduling
of tasks and resources. However, Liang et al. note that few proposed methods consider
communication contentions (such as resource conflicts) on the optical grids, but
they rarely consider co-allocating or co-scheduling of both the optical network and
computing resources. Liang et al. refer to previous work by Banerjee et al. [2005] .
They also cite the work by Sinnen et al. [2005] and compare their algorithm with the
proposed algorithm. They note that Banerjee et al. [2005] do not consider co-allocating
or co-scheduling of both the optical network resources and the computing resources.
They state that this method is destined to hit a threshold since sequential allocations
can only go so far.

The authors present an optical grid model based on optical network characteristics.
In this model, the authors granted the network resource the same level to be consid-
ered as the computation and storage resources. In this way they treat the network
itself as a resource to be offered as a service to the grid like any other resource.
The authors also took into consideration the allocation of network resources for data
transfers to make job scheduling as close to reality as possible. Furthermore, they
present a communication contention algorithm based on list scheduling to minimize
the total execution time for given tasks towards an optical grid, where they used a
modified version of Djikstra’s algorithm for routing.

The authors used the national 863 high-performance broadband information
network in their simulation. Further, they defined the resource type and capacity
of the device connected to the optical network. They mainly defined three resources
types: storage resources, I/O resources and computing resources. Using simulated
job sizes of 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 jobs, the authors claim that their simulations
show that the proposed adaptive scheduling algorithms performs better than the fixed
shortest-route algorithm, proposed by Sinnen et al. [2006]. Liang et al. [2006] claim
that the proposed method demonstrates improved accuracy and scheduling efficiency
over conventional algorithms. In the future they plan to consider fiber allocation
granularity as well as multiple type resources in one independent system, which
decreases down communications.

2.1.2. Resource allocation strategies for data-intensive workflow-based applications in optical
grids. Scientific simulations and remote-visualizations are data-intensive applications
that are often run on a grid architecture. Since these applications are really a set
of tasks that are essentially executed sequentially, each task must perform various
operations such as computing, transporting and displaying the data. This creates the
problem of scheduling and running these tasks and their resource allocations. Guo
et al. refer to the work of Braun et al. [2001], Binato et al. [2000], He et al. [2003],
Li et al. [2005], and Topcuoglu et al. [2002]. Further, the authors also cite the works
of Blythe et al. [2005], Jia et al. [2005], and Mandal et al. [2005] and compare their
solutions with the proposed solution. Guo et al. [2006] note that the research of Braun
et al. [2001], Binato et al. [2000], He et al. [2003], Li et al. [2005], and Topcuoglu et
al. [2002] concentrates on matching individual tasks with their respective resources
and does not find an efficient overall allocation. Hence they do not consider tasks that
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come later in the work-flow, and their overall allocation of resources may result in poor
overall assignments. Furthermore, they note that the proposed solutions of Blythe et
al. [2005], Jia et al. [2005], and Mandal et al. [2005] search for an efficient allocation
for the entire workflow, which depends on predictions of future task performance.
However they note that this research also assumes that computational resources
are fully connected and that the network bandwidth is enough for unlimited data
transfers in parallel, this is not the case in real networks.

In order to minimize the execution time required for a given workflow, the authors
propose two algorithms for resource allocation and task scheduling in an optical grid:
a task-based approach and a workflow-based approach for data-intensive workflow-
based applications. The authors also claim to have considered network resource
contention in implementing these algorithms. They used an optical grid simulator to
investigate the performance of the resource allocation approaches. The workflow of
the experiments consisted of randomly generated directed acyclic graphs. In order to
generate such graphs, the authors randomly generated one of 3 following parameters:

(1) Number of nodes.
(2) Average number of edges per node.
(3) Communication to computation ratio.

Furthermore, resource allocation algorithms were run with a time limit of 200 seconds.
The authors claim that while there is no significant difference for computationally
intensive cases, the workflow-based algorithm outperforms the task-based approach by
producing schedules with significantly lower execution times for data-intensive cases.
However, they noted that the workflow-based algorithms take up more time than task-
based approaches, making them less compatible with workflows containing several
thousand tasks.

The authors produce task-based and workflow-based allocation approaches for
workflow-based applications, and claim that they have similar performance for
computationally-intensive cases but the workflow-based approach performs better for
data-intensive cases, where they take advantage of the ability to begin transferring
large data sets earlier and make decisions based on global measures of performance.

2.1.3. Coordinated resource scheduling in high-performance optical grids. In grid computing,
optical transport provides the means to transmit large amounts of data with low
cost and reliability. However, the complexity of large scale resource sharing and
coordination is an important issue that must be resolved in order to fully utilize
optical grids. Kim et al. cite no related work, but present results from different
coordinated resource scheduling algorithms, namely First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS),
Proportional-backoff (P-backoff) and Weighted-backoff (W-backoff). Specifically, Kim
et al. focus on high-performance optical networks as the underlying architecture for
all communications [Kim et al. 2007]. The authors then present the performance
measures for CPU selection methods. Finally, the authors evaluate and claim to
present the effect of network path length limits on overall grid scheduler performance.

The authors simulate a network which has full wavelength conversion. They then
randomly select and designate network nodes with either CPU, storage or user roles.
The authors also assumed each link in the network has 32 wavelengths and each CPU
node consists of 64 CPUs. The authors note for each connection on the grid only the
shortest paths are utilized, from storage to CPU and from CPU to user. Furthermore,
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there is a significant improvement in performance when resource scheduling and/or
allocation schemes are given enough freedom to choose any CPU. However the authors
note that this option may not always be feasible as the size of the grid and the nature
of the application also play a role in grid utilizations. The authors have further
found that out of the three scheduling algorithms considered, FCFS performed the
worst, P-backoff performed slightly better and finally W-backoff performed slightly
better than P-backoff. Finally the authors have found that increasing the path length
improves overall system performance. However increasing the number of hops or
when the grid scheduler is given the flexibility of choosing any CPU in the system,
longer paths no longer have a significant effect. Finally, they have found that since
network congestion occurs around local CPU resources, then by allowing longer paths,
it is possible to route around the congested (or non-local) network resources [Kim
et al. 2007].

2.1.4. On Dimensioning optical grids and the impact of scheduling. Anycast routing of jobs
is conventionally adopted in network dimensioning (how much capacity is needed for
the network to be able to transport a given amount of traffic), this implies the absence
of a clearly defined traffic (or job) matrix (i.e. source-destination based signals) since
only the origin of grid jobs is known, but not their destination. Further, Develder et
al. acknowledge that the anycast routing principle directly affects the scheduling and
routing decisions, such as where to execute a job in the grid system and how to get it
to the destination. Although this provides an edge over traditional grids since it adds
more freedom, it also incurs multi-cost routing problems, incorporating the state of
both the network and computational/storage grid resources. Develder et al. surmise
that grid dimensioning alone is not enough, and one must also dimension the compu-
tational and storage resources, making the problem close to, if not already is, NP-hard.

The authors acknowledge a variety of solutions presented to solve the problem of
network dimensioning (understanding how much network capacity is needed for the
network to be able to transport a given amount of traffic). Further, the authors note
that solutions came in the form of heuristics and Integer Linear Programs (ILPs).
They further state that these algorithms varied in their approach depending on
several factors, such as: the topologies and technologies implemented, design criteria,
single or multi-period planning and single domain or hierarchal networks. However,
they note that if one wished to apply any of the approaches listed for dimensioning
grids, then the problem of accurately estimating the traffic matrix will arise. Moreover,
the authors mention that in addition to grid dimensioning, one must also dimension
the computational and/or storage resources, and speculate that jointly determining
both network and server dimensions is a possible NP-hard problem.

However, the authors claim that related work on dimensioning grids is uncommon,
and cite some papers dealing with this topic. Specifically, they cite Thysevaert et al.
[2005] and De Leenheer et al. [2007] as the only attempts at the time of writing the
paper to solve the problem of dimensioning network grids.

The authors address the grid dimensioning problem, and present a solution to
understand how to decide where to provide server capacity and resources, where
to process the submitted jobs, and finally how to calculate the network dimensions
required. Hence, authors propose a phased solution, first dimensioning the servers
and then the network. [Develder et al. 2009]. In order to obtain a more realistic
case study, the authors performed measurements on a real world grid, deployed in
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the frame of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments and the Enabling Grids
for E-ScienceE (EGEE) project (EGEE/LCG). The authors considered two network
topology and job demand cases, with the first using a fairly densely meshed European
backbone network, with artificially generated job arrival rates at each site [Develder
et al. 2009]. The second case is based on measurement data from EGEE/LCG, and the
average job duration was derived from real-life trace files. The authors applied the
proposed dimensioning strategies on both cases.

They claim that the two case studies on European topologies show that placing
server capacity where a lot of jobs arrive is important to minimize network bandwidth
requirements. With regard to grid scheduling, a simple shortest path strategy, prefer-
ring closer server sites, led to the lowest bandwidth demands [Develder et al. 2009].
Finally with respect to choosing an appropriate number of server sites, the authors
speculate that for a larger number of server sites, the total server capacity becomes
fragmented, thereby reducing opportunities for statistical multiplexing, whereas for
smaller server site counts the average distance that jobs need to travel is too large.
Hence, they claim that the optimal number of server sites depends on the scheduling
algorithm and the server site dimensioning strategies, and that their case studies
did not cover all of the total number of servers. Moreover, they claim that research
on dimensioning grids is uncommon, and it is still an unexplored area. They finally
claim that in their experiments have showed that grid scheduling algorithm has a
substantial effect on the required network capacity.

2.2. Approaches to Accuracy in Task Scheduling in Optical Grids
This section presents papers which deal with the accuracy of task scheduling in
optical grids. Incidentally, the same authors worked on both of these papers. They
have presented work in [2007b] first, in which they proposed a theoretical scheduling
model. Then in Guo et al. [2009] the same authors extended their work with a
modified, more realistic theoretical model, which proved to be more effective than
the former. The work presented by Wang et al. in [2007] is a journal, while the work
presented by Guo et al. in [2009] is a conference paper.

2.2.1. On accurate task scheduling in Optical Grid. An important aspect of efficient uti-
lization of grid resources, task scheduling locates computational resources for tasks
and optical network resources for communications in optical grids. The predicted
eventual finish time of a task, known as the scheduling span, is employed to evaluate
scheduling efficiency. Moreover, Wang et al. claim one must also consider whether the
scheduling prediction is executed accordingly. Wang et al. conclude that the problem
thus lies in how to guarantee the conformity of the scheduling with practicality.
Further, they cite past work which simulates task scheduling scenarios well but
note that it is done for packet-switched electrical networks as opposed to optical
networks, which have special scenarios and constraints to consider. Therefore they
conclude that while traditional research helps with optical network research, research
on accurate task scheduling in optical grids is considered more valuable in this
context. Primarily, Wang et al. [2007b] cite and compare the work described in this
paper to their previously developed theoretical Optical Grid Earliest Finish Time
(OGEFT) algorithm presented in Wang et al. [2007a] . Further, the authors note the
work done by Sinnen et al. [2006] , a practical and realistically modeled running
scenario for accurate task scheduling. With regard to their own previous work, the
authors state that the OGEFT algorithm proposed does not consider an optical grid’s
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practical running scenarios, such as light-path establishment (hence why they called
it theoretical), and claim that the proposed algorithm uses a more realistic model
and hence delivers better results. Further, the authors claim that the work done by
Sinnen et al. [2006] is only accurate for traditional packet-switched networks, and is
not realistically applicable to optical networks as they abide by more constraints and
scenarios.

Along with investigating and modeling the practical data transfer and task execu-
tion scenarios, the authors present a modified version of their Optical Grid Earliest
Finished Time (OGEFT) algorithm to schedule tasks. The authors state that this algo-
rithm is a listing algorithm in that it sorts tasks into a list according to their execution
priorities and allocates grid resources accordingly. The authors also claim that this
algorithm uses optical network routing algorithms to allocate a light-path to transfer
grid data. To evaluate the scheduling accuracy of the new realistic task scheduling
scheme of OGEFT, the authors set up the same test bed used in their previous work to
evaluate the theoretical OGEFT previously presented. Three computational resources
located in Shanghai Jiaotang University, 20km apart and networked by a GMPLS-
controlled Automatically Switched Optical Network (ASON), with each switching node
capable of switching at 360 Gbps with VC-4 granularity and each link containing two
STM-64 fibers. Task execution is conducted as —v— (computing amount) seconds’ ma-
trix computation on a computational resource. The number of tasks in a task set can
be 10, 20 or 50 tasks.

After incorporating the new, more realistic model to OGEFT, the authors claim to
have found that the accuracy deviations have become much lower than the previously
obtained results with the theoretical model. Hence they conclude that their realistic
model can improve task scheduling accuracy significantly. The authors claim this
paper presents a significantly improved and more realistic model of their OGEFT
algorithm proposed in [Wang et al. 2007b].

2.2.2. Task Scheduling Accuracy Analysis in Optical Grid Environments. Task scheduling is a
prominent issue to optimize the performance of grid applications in optical grids and
to improve utilization for both grid resources and optical networks resources is task
scheduling. In order to get the shortest possible execution time (also called scheduling
length) task scheduling finds spatial and temporal assignments of applications onto
the optical grid environments. Guo et al. claim that the accuracy of a task scheduling
algorithm is an important issue to efficiently utilize resources and guarantee quality
of service (QoS) to grid applications. The authors cite the work by Sinnen et al. [2004
& 2005], and also cite work by various other authors who have attempted to solve the
NP-hard task scheduling problem with near optimal solutions. Further, the authors
have stated that the solution by Sinnen et al. [2006] has achieved significantly
improved accuracy.

The authors cite multiple heuristic algorithms that achieve near-optimal solutions
to the problem of task scheduling on normal grid environments. However they claim
that most of the algorithms are based on a simplistic model which assumes all
processors are fully connected. Moreover, the authors acknowledge that there are
other, more recent algorithms which have been proposed that consider the topology of
a communication network and are aware of the contention for network resources, such
as the one proposed by Sinnen et al. [2005] . However, the authors claim that while the
accuracy was significantly improved through the consideration of contention in task
scheduling, the experimental results show it is still an unsatisfactory achievement in
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scheduling accuracy, as Sinnen et al. [2004] have shown. The authors however state
that these solutions are not directly transferable to optical grid environments, as
optical grids have many other factors and constraints that need to be accounted for.
The authors also claim that in order for these algorithms to function in an optical grid
environment, they must be designed so they co-allocate grid resources and optical
network resources. Further, they must also define a new data model to obtain accurate
task scheduling in real optical grid environments. Finally, the authors have cited
Banerjee et al.’s [2008] proposing scheduling algorithms for large file transfers in
an optical grid system, however they claim the accuracy analysis of the generated
scheduling algorithm is yet to be investigated. The authors propose a theoretical
task scheduling algorithm, followed by a demonstration showing the deviation of
the scheduling length from the actual finish time in a real optical grid environment.
Moreover, the authors claim to have made some analysis to find several factors
that are likely to affect optical grid networks, and finally they further claim to have
incorporated the new revised parameters into the theoretical scheduling model and
proposing a more realistic scheduling model as a result.

By varying two key parameters: the communication-computation ratio (CCR,
defined as the sum of communication cost divided by the sum of the task computation
cost) and the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) size, the authors randomly generated 20
DAGs. To evaluate the proposed algorithms, the scheduler employs the theoretical
and realistic tai scheduling algorithms to get the scheduling results and scheduling
length. The scheduler then asked the grid resources to execute the tasks of the DAG
and directs the optical network to set up or release the light paths according to the
scheduling results in the optical grid testbed [Guo et al. 2009]. Finally, the authors
claim to have measured and compared the actual finish time for the DAG with the
scheduling length to calculate the accuracy deviations. The authors claim that the
results show their realistic task scheduling algorithm demonstrates its capacity to
improve the overall scheduling accuracy. They also noted that the improvement of
accuracy increased as the CCR increased. Finally, the authors claim that these results
prove that the realistic task scheduling algorithm can achieve better performance for
data-break intensive applications in optical grid environments [Guo et al. 2009]. The
authors claim that there has been no previous research on analyzing the accuracy of
task scheduling in optical grid networks at the time of writing their paper. In regard
to the scheduling algorithm results, the authors claim the realistic task scheduling
algorithm could significantly improve overall task scheduling accuracy. This paper
supersedes the work by Wang et al. [2007], wherein the same contributors to this
research presented a new model to augment their previously proposed theoretical
model for accurate task scheduling into a more realistic one.

2.3. Other Approaches to Resource Allocations and Task Scheduling
The papers presented in this section suggest that other factors and solutions must be
taken into consideration (such as modeling the problem into an acyclic directed graph)
for the optimization of task scheduling and resource allocation in optical networks.

2.3.1. Dynamic rescheduling of network resources with advance reservations in optical grids.
Optical grids help make possible many eScience and eBusiness applications by
supporting their large bandwidth requirements. Tanwir et al. note that these emerg-
ing applications have led to a rapid advancement in optical network technologies,
however the area that is still lacking is the link between the grid applications and
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the underlying network technologies which make grids effective. In order to meet
the complex demand patterns of grid applications and to optimize overall network
utilization, Tanwir et al. claim it is necessary to abstract and encapsulate optical
network resources into manageable and dynamically divided grid entities. They
cite multiple online projects and note that they consider the problem of building
reconfigurable, dynamic, adaptable optical grids. The authors note that these projects
have developed grid middleware that makes optimized use of an optical network
as a virtual coordinated resource [Tanwir et al. 2008]. The authors also cite work
by Zheng et al. [2002] which discusses different designs for effective Routing and
Wavelength Assignment algorithms for different types of advance reservations and
present algorithms for requests having specific start times and specific durations
(STSD), specific start times and unspecific durations (STUD), and unspecific start
times and specific durations (UTSD). Moreover, the authors cite the work by Burchard
[2005] in which he discusses the properties of advance reservation and also proposed
an architecture for a bandwidth distribution system to improve the performance
of a network based on the acquired knowledge of these reservations. The authors
also cite Foster et. al. [2009] who presented Globus Architecture for Reservation and
Allocation (GARA), which supports advance reservations for various types of resources
for grid optical networks. Further, the authors cite Curti et. al. [2005], who discussed
advance reservation of heterogeneous network paths in grid computing and in order
to integrate the path management with grid information and authentication services,
proposed a network resource hierarchy. Furthermore, the authors cited multiple previ-
ous works which tried to improve advance reservations. They cite the work of Wang et
al. [2005], who proposed a sliding scheduled traffic model and a demand time conflict
resolution scheme to maximize the resource usage in a network. Finally, the authors
cite the work of [He et. al. 2006] which proposes a Flesible Advance Reservation Model
(FARM) and described how to implement this model in the meta-scheduling problem
[Tanwir et al. 2008]. However, they do not identify any shortcomings of the previous
work mentioned. The authors focus on evaluating and comparing various algorithms
for advanced light path scheduling that can be implemented in a Domain Network
Resource Manager (DNRM). In the end the authors hope to find the best scheduling
policy for a grid network resource manager that improves network utilization and
minimizes blocking probability simultaneously.

The authors conducted simulation experiments on a 14-node National Science
Foundation Network (NSFNET) topology with 42 unidirectional links and a 33
node Gigabit European Advanced Network Technology (GEANT) topology with 94
unidirectional links. The authors assumed 10 wavelengths on each link and full
wavelength conversion on each link, with 30 minute time slots. Further, requests
are assumed to come in a poison fashion and all requests need to reserve a light
path with bandwidth equal to one wavelength. The duration of a reservation is
uniformly distributed. In order to stimulate a more realistic environment, the authors
generated the intermediate period between the arrival of the request and the start
of the reservation using a discrete probability distribution. Moreover, the sour and
destination nodes for the requested connection are selected randomly using a uniform
distribution, and simulations were run for long-time durations with a large number
off arrivals such that a sufficiently small confidence interval within 1% of the mean
with 95% confidence is reached. Finally, the authors used a link failure model where
a link is randomly selected from the network as a failed link. And the mean time to
failure was exponentially distributed with a mean of 80 slots (recovery time is also
exponentially distributed with a mean of 48 slots). The authors assumed a link fails
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when all wavelengths on that link fail.

The authors claim that their simulation results show that minimum cost adaptive
routing usage of the link provides the least blocking probability. Moreover, searching
for k alternate paths within the scheduling window significantly improved perfor-
mance. In the case of wavelength assignment, the authors claim that a scheme that
minimizes unused leading or trailing gaps in wavelengths gave the best results.
Finally in the case of failure recovery, the authors claim to have found that a short
re-routing interval gives a large number of terminated connections while a long
interval reroutes unaffected connections. Hence the authors conclude there is a
tradeoff between the two intervals and best results are obtained when the re-routing
interval is based on the moving average of the historical failure times and is updated
continuously

The authors claim they have implemented periodic reconfiguration of reserved light-
paths in their simulations, which has improved performance but has not presented a
very significant improvement. Hence, more work needs to be done for further improve-
ment of performance.

2.3.2. Task scheduling and lightpath establishment in optical grids. Grid applications are
slowly becoming more data-intensive, and require huge data transfers between multi-
ple geographically separated computing nodes. Liu et al. claim that in order for WDM
networks to efficiently support this type of emerging application in the future, the
traditional approaches to establishing lightpaths between given source-destination
nodes will not be sufficient, nor are those existing application level approaches
that consider computing resources but ignore the optical layer connectivity. The
authors claim that instead, one must jointly consider lightpath establishment and
task scheduling to achieve the best performance. They cite the control software and
technologies proposed in the works by Simeonidou et al. [2005], De Leenheer et al.
[2006], and Zervas et al. [2007] to efficiently control and support grid services. The
authors further cite the work done by Wang et al. [2007] which considered the problem
of jointly scheduling computational and networking resources in one Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG). Further, the authors cite the book “Task Scheduling in Parallel and
Distributed Systems” by El Rewini et al. [1994], and speculate that the underlying
physical network’s connectivity is taken for granted, and that at best it is assigned a
known “communication cost” between two nodes [Liu et al. 2009]. Further, they claim
that it is assumed that this cost does not depend on where other tasks are assigned.
This is not the case in the real world, where in a WDM network supporting dynamic
jobs, link usage is dynamic and the “communication cost” between two nodes depends
on the assignment of other tasks.

The authors consider a similar problem where lightpaths are required for commu-
nicating nodes and multiple jobs may arrive one after another and, accordingly, the
objective is to minimize the resource usage, subject to the job’s deadline constraint
(if any). Additionally, when the objective is to minimize the completion time of a job,
authors claim to obtain an optimal solution for a pipelined (DAG). Based on this
information, the authors further devise an efficient algorithm for a general DAG.
Moreover, the authors claim that this work differs from previous works on traditional
lightpath establishment, in which case the source and destination pairs are given.
Also, different Asynchronous Array of Simple Processors (ASAP) networks need to
be formed for different jobs, so the problem of forming an ASAP network for each
job differs from the virtual topology design. The authors implemented the proposed
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algorithms over a WDM network with 100 wavelengths per link, with 24 nodes
(USNET topology), with each node connected to one computing node. Further, they
have assigned random values to the initial resource availability information. The
experiments were repeated on different setups (like different task graphs) using
different seeds for random generators. The authors used fixed routing for simplicity.
They claim that the simulation results show that the proposed algorithm performs
better than a traditional list scheduling algorithm. Further, they claim that the pro-
posed heuristics are the first attempt to minimize the cost with a deadline constraint
in optical grids. Further, the authors claim that to the extent of their knowledge, the
proposed heuristics are the first attempt in optical grid research that addresses the
optimization problem of minimizing the resource usage subject to the job’s deadline
constraint while obtaining an optimal solution for a pipelined DAG.

2.3.3. Communication contention reduction in joint scheduling for optical grid computing. Optical
networks are used to provide guaranteed quality of service connections, and are being
widely implemented for scientific applications and simulations. In this infrastructure,
the optical links are regarded as resources and are jointly scheduled with other grid
resources, hence communication contention must be taken into account for efficient
task scheduling. Jin et al. start by citing previous works that deal with the testbeds
and/or architectures for optical grid applications. They note that these works mainly
aim to integrate optical networks as grid services, or to make optical circuit-switched
networks (OCS) more suitable to meet the requirements of a typical grid, such as
user-controlled capabilities, fast lightpath provisioning, and flexible dynamic control.
Furthermore, the authors claim that there are few works that focus on the scheduling
problem for optical grids in theoretical detail. With regard to DAG scheduling, the
same method used by the authors of this paper, they cite works by Topcuoglu et
al. [2002], Wu et al. [1990], Yang et al. [1994] and Kwok et al. [2000]. Further, the
authors cite a few attempts to incorporate communication contention awareness
into DAG scheduling, such as the work done by Kwok et al. [2000], Beaumont et
al. [2002] and Sinnen et al. [2005], and Agarwal et al. [2006]. Finally, the authors
acknowledge the work by Wang et al. [2007] which proposes a joint scheduling
model of computing and networking resources for optical grid applications by incorpo-
rating the link communication contention of the optical networks into DAG scheduling.

With regard to the proposed algorithms for DAG scheduling by Topcuoglu et al.
[2002], Wu et al. [1990], Yang et al. [1994] and Kwok et al. [2000], the authors note
that these algorithms cannot be applied to grid computing applications. The authors
further note that most of them assume an ideal communication system in which
the grid resources are fully connected and the communication between any two grid
resources can be provisioned whenever the need arises, this is not the case in a
real world OCS network in which a lightpath should be the first setup before each
communication and torn down after communications end[Jin et al. 2009]. In other
words, they do not account for the optical constraints, in which case if one lightpath
is already occupied by a wavelength, it cannot be occupied by another wavelength or
signal, this creates communication contention problems.

The authors model this problem as a communication aware Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) scheduling problem. They claim to have found that there are two ways to
reduce the communication contention, the first being the use of adapting routing
schemes to detour the heavy traffic. While the second is to map task objects to nearby
grid resources to avoid long-hop communications. The authors focus on the second
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method in this paper, and propose to use the hop-bytes metric (HBM) heuristic to
select computing resources, in order to reduce the communication contention. The
authors employed two conventional network topologies, with one being a 64-node
mesh-torus and the other a 46-node USNET. In order to minimize communication
contention, the algorithm aims to minimize the link capacity. The authors further
employ two routing schemes and three resource selection schemes, while using the
same random DAG generator as in the work by Wang et al. [2005]. The DAG node
weight is taken randomly from a uniform distribution of approximately 10, making
the average node weight 10. While the communication-computation-ratio (CCR) is
chosen to be 2 to simulate more communications with the application. Furthermore,
the authors assumed that all DAG nodes and grid resources are of the same time,
and that grid resources are homogeneous, with performance results being the average
of 100 simulations. The authors demonstrate that the HBM-based resource selection
scheme contributes to lower resource utilization, while the adaptive routing scheme
reduces the schedule length. Hence this leads the authors to claim that simulation
results show that the HBM approach, combined with the adapting routing scheme,
can achieve better performance in terms of normalized schedule length and link
utilization, and most of the communication contention can be avoided.

The authors claim that there are few works that focus on the scheduling problem
for optical grids in theoretical detail. They further claim that when they employ the
HBM and routing schemes together, both of their merits can be achieved and most of
the communication contention can be avoided, leading to the smallest schedule length
with relatively lower link utilization [Jin et al. 2009].

2.3.4. Multi-cost job routing and scheduling in grid networks. Due to the algorithms respon-
sible for the routing of data and the scheduling of tasks, efficient management of the
available infrastructure of grid networks in order to satisfy user requirements and
maximize resource utilization becomes vital. Grid applications usually pose challeng-
ing demands on networks, since data transfers demand high bandwidth and low la-
tency connections. This makes optical grids the most suitable technology to implement
today’s grid systems. However, Stevens et al. speculate that, irrespective of the trans-
port technology used, several problems arise. The authors solve for two: the efficient
routing of data between grid sites, and accounting for temporal information in the
scheduling and routing decisions. With regard to multi-cost algorithms, the authors
cite works by Wang et al. [1996], Van Mieghem et al. [2001, 2004], Kuipers et al. [2004,
2005], and Chen et al. [1998]. However they note that these algorithms are mainly
used for QoS routing problems, and are hence not optimal for the case at hand. The
authors present several multi-cost algorithms for the joint scheduling of the commu-
nication and computational resources that will be used by a grid task [Stevens et al.
2009]. Specifically, the authors claim the proposed immediate reservation algorithm
selects the computation resource to execute the task and determine the path to route
the input data [Stevens et al. 2009]. Further, they propose multi-cost schemes of poly-
nomial complexity which perform advance reservations, and therefore also find the
start times for the transmission of data and task execution.

The authors used the Phosphorus network from the Phosphorus project, with 9
nodes and 16 bidirectional links. Further, the authors assumed that the network is
composed of 1Gbps optical links, with each offering a single wavelength. Moreover,
the authors selected three nodes at random to function as computing elements, with
each element containing 60 CPUs, and each CPU offering 25000 million instructions
per second. They claim that the quantitative results show that, due to the inclusion
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of temporal information in their multi-cost formulation, the time complexity of the
advance reservation algorithms increased. Consequently, they claim that they have
demonstrated the inherent trade-off for immediate vs. advanced reservations. Specifi-
cally, they claim to have found that the lower blocking probability achieved by advance
reservations comes at a small or moderate increase in the end-to-end delay.

3. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
In this survey we have summarized 4 conference papers and 6 journal articles which
deal with aspects of task scheduling and/or resource allocation strategies specifically
in optical grid networks. Four of which directly tackle the problem of task schedul-
ing and resource allocations in optical grid networks. The earliest one, Liang et al.
[2006], was among the first to co-schedule and co-allocate tasks and resources simul-
taneously. Since then, research has expanded to consider other problems pertaining
to task scheduling and resource allocation, such as accuracy. Wang et al. [2007b] and
Guo et al. [2009] are both works by the same authors, and address the issue of task
scheduling and resource allocation accuracy. The last four papers consist of more recent
research which has focused on other factors, either affecting task scheduling and/or re-
source allocation, or addressing the symptoms caused by them.

Although these papers do not reference each other, they certainly have many other
works in common which they have all referenced together. Such works include Baner-
jee et al. [2005], Sinnen et al. [2005], Topcuoglu et al. [2002] and numerous others.
All of these papers address the problem of task scheduling and resource allocation on
electrical grids, and as such are not directly transferable as optical grids are subject
to all of the constraints of optical networks.This shows that although the topic of task
scheduling and resource allocations is not new, the research to normalize it to optical
grids is still unexplored.

Some of the authors of these surveys have expressed interest in further optimiz-
ing their models in their future work. Liang et al. [2006] wish to consider different
hardware in the optical network itself in the future. That is, they wish to consider the
different fiber allocation granularities. Further, they wish to consider the possibility of
having more than one type resource in one independent system. Meanwhile, Kim et al.
[2007] wish to evaluate resource scheduling performance under different scopes, like
the use of all-optical networks, advance reservation models and under different cate-
gories of high-performance applications. Tanwir et al. [2008] wish to further improve
network utilization by using offline optimization of the reserved connections which
are not yet in service, as opposed to the periodic reconfiguration of reserved light-
paths done in the present work, which does not significantly improve performance.
And finally, Liu et al. [2009] took a more mathematical approach, and are trying to
investigate the performance of other approaches to their research, like duplicated and
clustering heuristics applied in optical grids, as well as new scheduling algorithms
under various QoS constraints. This shows that there are multiple approaches to opti-
mizing task scheduling and resource allocations in optical grid networks, each with its
advantages and disadvantages. Consequently, we can expect to see a surge of research
activity on this topic as traditional grid networks get closer to being at bottleneck due
to their comparatively low capacity, while optical networks are becoming a more viable
option as optical network technology progresses further.
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Year Authors Title Papers referred to Major contribution
2006 Liang et al. Adaptive task schedul-

ing on optical grid
None Considers alloca-

tion of network
resources for data
transfer in opti-
cal grids when
scheduling, a con-
cept which has not
been thoroughly
researched at the
time of writing this
paper.

2006 Guo et al. Resource allocation
strategies for data-
intensive workflow-
based applications in
optical grids

None Proposes algorithms
for task scheduling
and resource alloca-
tion which consider
network resources
contention simulta-
neously.

2007 Kim et al. Coordinated Resource
Scheduling in High-
performance Optical
Grids

None Investigates coor-
dinated resource
scheduling algo-
rithms for optical
grids, introduces a
simple scheduling
algorithm then eval-
uates its impact on
grid performance.

2007 Wang et al. On Accurate Task
Scheduling in Optical
Grid

None Investigates accu-
rate task scheduling
in optical grids,
models practical
data transfer and
task execution
model in optical
grids closely to real
time data, imple-
ments scheduling
algorithm to show
significant im-
provement over
conventional meth-
ods.

2008 Tanwir et al. Dynamic Scheduling of
Network Resources with
Advance Reservations in
Optical Grids

None Evaluates and
compares sev-
eral algorithms
for scheduling
lightpaths, which
consequently affects
task scheduling and
resource allocations.
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Year Authors Title Papers referred to Major contribution
2009 Guo et al. Task Schedulng accu-

racy analysis in optical
grid environments

Guo et al. 2006 Proposes an im-
proved accuracy
of task schedul-
ing algorithms by
solving the prob-
lem of accuracy
deviations in a real-
world optical-grid
environment.

2009 Develder et al. On dimensioning optical
grids and the impact of
scheduling

None Proposes a phased
solution to under-
stand and show
how to decide where
to provide server
capacity and re-
sources, where to
process the submit-
ted jobs, and finally
how to calculate the
network dimensions
required.

2009 Liu et al. Task scheduling and
lightpath establishment
in optical grids

None Suggests and claims
to prove that light-
path establishment
must be consid-
ered jointly with
task scheduling to
achieve the best
performance.

2009 Jin et al. Communication con-
tention reduction in
joint scheduling for
optical grid computing

None Attempts to tackle
the side effects of
task scheduling and
resource allocation
by modelling an
optical grid as a
communication-
aware directed
acyclic graph
scheduling algo-
rithm, and claims
to solve communi-
cation contention
using a heuristic
algorithm.

2009 Stevens et al. Multi-cost job routing
and scheduling in grid
networks

None Proposes a multi-
cost resource al-
location and task
and job schedul-
ing scheme of
polynomial time
complexity.
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4. ANNOTATIONS
4.1. Liang et al. 2006
Citation: LIANG, X., LIN, X., AND LI, M. 2006. Adaptive task scheduling on optical grid,
2006 IEEE Asia-Pacific Conference on Services Computing (APSCC’06), 486-491.

Problem. As grid users create more diverse and complex applications, the bandwidth
of the electrical network becomes the bottleneck of grid applications. This makes
optical grids, with their massive bandwidth and cheap cost an attractive alternative.
A key aspect of grid environments is scheduling of tasks and resources. However, the
authors note that few proposed methods consider communication contentions (such
as resource conflicts) on the optical grids, but they rarely consider co-allocating or
co-scheduling of both the optical network and computing resources.

Previous Work. The authors refer to previous work by Banerjee et al. [2005] . They
also cite the work by Sinnen et al. [2005] and compare their algorithm with the
proposed algorithm.

Shortcomings of Previous Work. The authors note that Banerjee et al. [2005] do not
consider co-allocating or co-scheduling of both the optical network resources and the
computing resources. They state that this method is destined to hit a threshold since
sequential allocations can only go so far.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. The authors present an optical grid model based
on optical network characteristics. In this model, the authors granted the network
resource the same level to be considered as the computation and storage resources.
In this way the authors treat the network itself as a resource to be offered as a
service to the grid like any other resource. The authors also took into consideration
the allocation of network resources for data transfers to make job scheduling as close
to reality as possible. Furthermore, the authors present a communication contention
algorithm based on list scheduling to minimize the total execution time for given tasks
towards an optical grid, where they used a modified version of Djikstra’s algorithm for
routing.

Experiments Conducted. The authors used the national 863 high-performance
broadband information network in their simulation. Further, they defined the
resource type and capacity of the device connected to the optical network. They
mainly defined three resources types: storage resources, I/O resources and computing
resources.

Results. Using simulated job sizes of 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 jobs, the authors
claim that their simulations show that the proposed adaptive scheduling algorithms
performs better than the fixed shortest-route algorithm, proposed by Sinnen et al.
[2006].

Claims Made. Liang et al. [2006] claim that the proposed method demonstrates
improved accuracy and scheduling efficiency over conventional algorithms. In the
future they plan to consider fiber allocation granularity as well as multiple type
resources in one independent system, which decreases down communications.
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4.2. Guo et al. 2006
Citation: GUO, W., WEIQIANG, S., HU, W., AND JIN, Y. 2006. Resource allocation strategies
for data-intensive workflow-based applications in optical grids. In IEEE Singapore
International Conference on Communications Systems, 2006. ICCS 2006 IEEE, 1-5.

Problem. Scientific simulations and remote-visualizations are data-intensive appli-
cations are often run on a grid architecture. Since these applications are really a set
of tasks that are essentially executed sequentially, each task must perform various
operations such as computing, transporting and displaying the data. This creates the
problem of scheduling and running these tasks and their resource allocations.

Previous Work. The authors refer to the work of Braun et al. [2001], Binato et al.
[2000], He et al. [2003], Li et al. [2005], and Topcuoglu et al. [2002]. Further, authors
also cite the works of Blythe et al. [2005], Jia et al. [2005], and Mandal et al. [2005]
and compare their solutions with the proposed solution.

Shortcomings of Previous Work. Guo et al. [2006] note that the research of Braun
et al. [2001], Binato et al. [2000], He et al. [2003], Li et al. [2005], and Topcuoglu et
al. [2002] concentrates on matching individual tasks with their respective resources
and does not find an efficient overall allocation. Hence they do not consider tasks that
come later in the work-flow, and their overall allocation of resources may result in poor
overall assignments. Furthermore, they note that the proposed solutions of Blythe et
al. [2005], Jia et al. [2005], and Mandal et al. [2005] search for an efficient allocation
for the entire workflow, which depends on predictions of future task performance.
However they note that this research also assumes that computational resources
are fully connected and that the network bandwidth is enough for unlimited data
transfers in parallel, this is not the case in real networks.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. In order to minimize the execution time required
for a given workflow, the authors propose two algorithms for resource allocation and
task scheduling in an optical grid: a task-based approach and a workflow-based
approach for data-intensive workflow-based applications. The authors also claim to
have considered network resource contention in implementing these algorithms.

Experiments Conducted. The authors used an optical grid simulator to investigate
the performance of the resource allocation approaches. The workflow of the experi-
ments consisted of randomly generated directed acyclic graphs. In order to generate
such graphs, the authors randomly generated one of 3 following parameters:

(1) Number of nodes.
(2) Average number of edges per node.
(3) Communication to computation ratio.

Furthermore, resource allocation algorithms were run with a time limit of 200 seconds.

Results. The authors claim that while there is no significant difference for compu-
tationally intensive cases, the workflow-based algorithm outperforms the task-based
approach by producing schedules with significantly lower execution times for data-
intensive cases. However, the authors noted that the workflow-based algorithms
take up more time than task-based approaches, making them less compatible with
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workflows containing several thousand tasks.

Claims Made. The authors produce task-based and workflow-based allocation
approaches for workflow-based applications, and claim that they have similar perfor-
mance for computationally-intensive cases but the workflow-based approach performs
better for data-intensive cases, where they take advantage of the ability to begin
transferring large data sets earlier and make decisions based on global measures of
performance.

4.3. Kim et al. 2007
Citation: KIM, S-I., JUKAN, A., AND LUMETTA, S. 2007. Coordinated resource scheduling
in high-performance optical grids. In Conference on Optical Fiber Communication and
the National Fiber Optic Engineers Conference, 2007. OFC/NFOEC 2007.

Problem. In grid computing, optical transport provides the means to transmit large
amounts of data with low cost and reliability. However, the complexity of large scale
resource sharing and coordination is an important issue that must be resolved in
order to fully utilize optical grids.

Previous Work. The authors cite no related work.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. The authors present results from different
coordinated resource scheduling algorithms, namely First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS),
Proportional-backoff (P-backoff) and Weighted-backoff (W-backoff). Specifically, the
authors focus on high-performance optical networks as the underlying architecture
for all communications [Kim et al. 2007]. The authors then present the performance
measures for CPU selection methods. Finally, the authors evaulate and present the
effect of network path length limits on overall grid scheduler performance.

Experiments. The authors simulate a network which has full wavelength conversion.
They then randomly select and designat network nodes with either CPU, storage or
user roles. The authors also assumed each link in the network has 32 wavelengths
and each CPU node consists of 64 CPUs.

Results. The authors note for each connection on the grid only the shortest paths
are utilized, from storage to CPU and from CPU to user. Furthermore, there is a
significant improvement in performance when resource scheduling and/or allocation
schemes are given enough freedom to choose any CPU. However the authors note
that this option may not always be feasible as the size of the grid and the nature
of the application also play a role in grid utilizations. The authors have further
found that out of the three scheduling algorithms considered, FCFS performed the
worst, P-backoff performed slightly better and finally W-backoff performed slightly
better than P-backoff. Finally the authors have found that increasing the path length
improves overall system performance. However increasing the number of hops or
when the grid scheduler is given the flexibility of choosing any CPU in the system,
longer paths no longer have a significant effect. Finally, they have found that since
network congestion occurs around local CPU resources, then by allowing longer paths,
it is possible to route around the congested (or non-local) network resources [Kim
et al. 2007].

Claims Made The authors have made no claims for their research.
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4.4. Develder et al. 2009
Citation: DEVELDER C., DHOEDT B., MUKHERJEE B., AND DEMEESTER P. 2009. On Dimen-
sioning optical grids and the impact of scheduling. Photonic Network Communications
17, 255-265. 10.1007/s11107-008-0160-z.

Problem. Anycast routing of jobs is conventionally adopted in network dimensioning
(how much capacity is needed for the network to be able to transport a given amount
of traffic), this implies the absence of clearly defined traffic (or job) matrix (i.e.
source-destination based) since only the origin of grid jobs is known, but not their
destination. Further, the authors acknowledge that the anycast routing principle
directly affects the scheduling and routing decisions, such as where to execute a job in
the grid system and how to get it to the destination. Although this provides an edge
over traditional grids since it adds more freedom, it also incurs multi-cost routing
problems, incorporating the state of both the network and computational/storage grid
resources. The authors surmise that grid dimensioning alone is not enough, and one
must also dimension the computational and storage resources, making the problem
close to, if not already is, NP-hard.

Previous Work. The authors acknowledge a variety of solutions presented to solve
the problem of network dimensioning (understanding how much network capacity is
needed for the network to be able to transport a given amount of traffic). Further,
the authors note that solutions came in the form of heuristics and Integer Linear
Programs (ILPs). They further state that these algorithms varied in their approach
depending on several factors, such as: the topologies and technologies implemented,
design criteria, single or multi-period planning and single domain or hierarchal
networks. However, they note that if one wanted to apply any of the approaches listed
for dimensioning grids, then the problem of accurately estimating the traffic matrix
will arise. Moreover, the authors mention that in addition to grid dimensioning,
one must also dimension the computational and/or storage resources, and speculate
that jointly determining both network and server dimensions is a possible NP-hard
problem.

However, the authors claim that related work on dimensioning grids is uncommon,
and cite some papers dealing with this topic. They cite Thysevaert et al. [2005] and De
Leenheer et al. [2007] as the only attempts at the time of writing the paper to solve
the problem of dimensioning network grids.

Shortcomings of Previous Work. The authors cite only two papers which address the
problem of dimensioning grids. They do not identify any shortcomings of these works.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. The authors address the grid dimensioning
problem, and present a solution to understand how to decide where to provide server
capacity and resources, where to process the submitted jobs, and finally how to
calculate the network dimensions required. Hence, authors propose a phased solution,
first dimensioning the servers and then the network. [Develder et al. 2009].

Experiments. In order to obtain a more realistic case study, the authors performed
measurements on a real world grid, deployed in the frame of the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) experiments and the Enabling Grids for E-ScienceE (EGEE) project
(EGEE/LCG). The authors considered two network topology and job demand cases,
with the first using a fairly densely meshed European backbone network, with
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artificially generated job arrival rates at each site [Develder et al. 2009]. The second
case is based on measurement data from EGEE/LCG, and the average job duration
was derived from real-life trace files. The authors applied the proposed dimensioning
strategies on both cases.

Results. The authors claim that the two case studies on European topologies show
that placing server capacity where a lot of jobs arrive is important to minimize
network bandwidth requirements. With regard to grid scheduling, a simple shortest
path strategy, preferring closer server sites, led to the lowest bandwidth demands
[Develder et al. 2009]. Finally with respect to choosing an appropriate number of
server sites, authors speculate that for a larger number of server sites, the total
server capacity becomes fragmented, thereby reducing opportunities for statistical
multiplexing, whereas for smaller server site counts the average distance that jobs
need to travel is too large. Hence they claim that the optimal number of server sites
depends on the scheduling algorithm and the server site dimensioning strategies, and
that their case studies did not cover all of the total number of servers.

Claims Made. The authors claim that research on dimensioning grids is uncommon,
and it is still an unexplored area. They further claim that in their experiments
have showed that grid scheduling algorithm has a substantial effect on the required
network capacity.

4.5. Wang et al. 2007
Citation: WANG, Z., GUO, W., SUN, Z., JIN, Y., SUN, W., HU, W., AND QIAO, C. 2007b. On
accurate task scheduling in Optical Grid. In 2007 First International Symposium on
Advanced Networks and Telecommunication Systems. December 2007 1 - 2.

Problem. An important aspect of efficient utilization of grid resources, task schedul-
ing locates computational resources for tasks and optical network resources for
communications in optical grids. The predicted eventual finish time of a task, known
as the scheduling span, is employed to evaluate scheduling efficiency. Moreover, the
authors claim one must also consider whether the scheduling prediction is executed
accordingly. The authors conclude that the problem thus lies in how to guarantee
the conformity of the scheduling with practicality. Further, they cite past work which
simulates task scheduling scenarios well but note that it is done for packet-switched
electrical networks as opposed to optical networks, which have special scenarios and
constraints to consider. Therefore they conclude that while traditional research helps
with optical network research, research on accurate task scheduling in optical grids is
considered more valuable in this context.

Previous Work. Primarily, Wang et al. [2007b] cite and compare there work described
in this paper to their previously developed theoretical Optical Grid Earliest Finish
Time (OGEFT) algorithm presented in Wang et al. [2007a] . Further, the authors note
the work done by Sinnen et al. [2006] , a practical and realistically modeled running
scenario for accurate task scheduling.

Shortcomings of Previous Work. With regard to their own previous work, the
authors state that the OGEFT algorithm proposed does not consider an optical grid’s
practical running scenarios, such as light-path establishment (hence why they called
it theoretical), and claim that the proposed algorithm uses a more realistic model
and hence delivers better results. Further, the authors claim that the work done by
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Sinnen et al. [2006] is only accurate for traditional packet-switched networks, and is
not realistically applicable to optical networks as they abide by more constraints and
scenarios.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. Along with investigating and modeling the
practical data transfer and task execution scenarios, the authors present a modified
version of their Optical Grid Earliest Finished Time (OGEFT) algorithm to schedule
tasks. The authors state that this algorithm is a listing algorithm in that it sorts
tasks into a list according to their execution priorities and allocates grid resources
accordingly. The authors also claim that this algorithm uses optical network routing
algorithms to allocate a light-path to transfer grid data.

Experiments. To evaluate the scheduling accuracy of the new realistic task schedul-
ing scheme of OGEFT, the authors set up the same test bed used in their previous
work to evaluate the theoretical OGEFT previously presented. Three computational
resources located in Shanghai Jiaotang University, 20km apart and networked by
a GMPLS-controlled Automatically Switched Optical Network (ASON), with each
switching node capable of switching at 360 Gbps with VC-4 granularity and each
link containing two STM-64 fibers. Task execution is conducted as —v— (computing
amount) seconds’ matrix computation on a computational resource. The number of
tasks in a task set can be 10, 20 or 50 tasks.

Results. After incorporating the new, more realistic model to OGEFT, the authors
claim to have found that the accuracy deviations have become much lower than the
previously obtained results with the theoretical model. Hence they conclude that their
realistic model can improve task scheduling accuracy significantly.

Claims Made. The authors claim this paper presents a significantly improved and
more realistic model of their OGEFT algorithm proposed in [Wang et al. 2007b].

4.6. Guo et al. 2009
Citation: GUO, W., WANG Z., SUN Z., SUN W., JIN Y., HU W., AND QIAO C. 2009. Task
Scheduling Accuracy Analysis in Optical Grid Environments. Photonic Network
Communications 17, 209-217.

Problem. Task scheduling is a prominent issue to optimize the performance of grid
applications in optical grids and to improve utilization for both grid resources and
optical networks resources is task scheduling. In order to get the shortest possible
execution time (also called scheduling length) task scheduling finds spatial and
temporal assignments of applications onto the optical grid environments. The authors
claim that the accuracy of a task scheduling algorithm is an important issue to
efficiently utilize resources and guarantee quality of service (QoS) to grid applications.

Previous Work. The authors cite the work by Sinnen et al. [2004 & 2005], and also
cite work by various other authors who have attempted to solve the NP-hard task
scheduling problem with near optimal solutions. Further, the authors have stated that
the solution by Sinnen et al. [2006] has achieved significantly improved accuracy.

Shortcomings of Previous Work. The authors cite multiple heuristic algorithms
that achieve near-optimal solutions to the problem of task scheduling on normal
grid environments. However they claim that most of the algorithms are based on
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a simplistic model which assumes all processors are fully connected. Moreover, the
authors acknowledge that there are other, more recent algorithms which have been
proposed that consider the topology of a communication network and are aware of the
contention for network resources, such as the one proposed by Sinnen et al. [2005]
. However, the authors claim that while the accuracy was significantly improved
through the consideration of contention in task scheduling, the experimental results
show it is still an unsatisfactory achievement in scheduling accuracy, as Sinnen
et al. [2004] have shown. The authors however state that these solutions are not
directly transferable to optical grid environments, as optical grids have many other
factors and constraints that need to be accounted for. The authors also claim that in
order for these algorithms to function in an optical grid environment, they must be
designed so they co-allocate grid resources and optical network resources. Further,
they must also define a new data model to obtain accurate task scheduling in real
optical grid environments. Finally, the authors have cited Banerjee et al.’s [2008]
proposing scheduling algorithms for large file transfers in an optical grid system,
however they claim the accuracy analysis of the generated scheduling algorithm is yet
to be investigated.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. The authors propose a theoretical task schedul-
ing algorithm, followed by a demonstration showing the deviation of the scheduling
length from the actual finish time in a real optical grid environment. Moreover, the
authors claim to have made some analysis to find several factors that are likely to
affect optical grid networks, and finally they further claim to have incorporated the
new revised parameters into the theoretical scheduling model and proposing a more
realistic scheduling model as a result.

Experiments. By varying two key parameters: the communication-computation
ratio (CCR, defined as the sum of communication cost divided by the sum of the task
computation cost) and the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) size, the authors randomly
generated 20 DAGs. To evaluate the proposed algorithms, the scheduler employs the
theoretical and realistic tai scheduling algorithms to get the scheduling results and
scheduling length. The scheduler then asked the grid resources to execute the tasks of
the DAG and directs the optical network to set up or release the light paths according
to the scheduling results in the optical grid testbed [Guo et al. 2009]. Finally, the
authors claim to have measured and compared the actual finish time for the DAG
with the scheduling length to calculate the accuracy deviations.

Results. The authors claim that the results show their realistic task scheduling
algorithm demonstrates its capacity to improve the overall scheduling accuracy. They
also noted that the improvement of accuracy increased as the CCR increased. Finally,
the authors claim that these results prove that the realistic task scheduling algorithm
can achieve better performance for data-break intensive applications in optical grid
environments [Guo et al. 2009].

Claims Made. The authors claim that there has been no previous research on
analyzing the accuracy of task scheduling in optical grid networks at the time of
writing their paper. In regard to the scheduling algorithm results, the authors claim
the realistic task scheduling algorithm could significantly improve overall task
scheduling accuracy. This paper supersedes the work by Wang et al. [2007], wherein
the same contributors to this research presented a new model to augment their previ-
ously proposed theoretical model for accurate task scheduling into a more realistic one.
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4.7. Tanwir et al. 2008
Citation: TANWIR, S., BATTESTILLI, L., PERROS, H. and KARMOUS-E., AND DWARDS, G. 2008.
Dynamic rescheduling of network resources with advance reservations in optical
grids. In International Journal of Network Management. 79 - 105.

Problem. Optical grids help make possible many eScience and eBusiness applica-
tions by supporting their large bandwidth requirements. The authors note that these
emerging applications have led to a rapid advancement in optical network technolo-
gies, however the area that is still lacking is the link between the grid applications
and the underlying network technologies which make grids effective. In order to meet
the complex demand patterns of grid applications and to optimize overall network
utilization, the authors claim it is necessary to abstract and encapsulate optical
network resources into manageable and dynamically divided grid entities.

Previous Work. The authors cite multiple online projects and note that they consider
the problem of building reconfigurable, dynamic, adaptable optical grids. The authors
note that these projects have developed grid middleware that makes optimized use of
an optical network as a virtual coordinated resource [Tanwir et al. 2008]. The authors
also cite work by Zheng et al. [2002] which discusses different designs for effective
Routing and Wavelength Assignment algorithms for different types of advance
reservations and present algorithms for requests having specific start times and
specific durations (STSD), specific start times and unspecific durations (STUD), and
unspecific start times and specific durations (UTSD). Moreover, the authors cite the
work by Burchard [2005] in which he discusses the properties of advance reservation
and also proposed an architecture for a bandwidth distribution system to improve
the performance of a network based on the acquired knowledge of these reservations.
The authors also cite Foster et. al. [2009] who presented Globus Architecture for
Reservation and Allocation (GARA), which supports advance reservations for various
types of resources for grid optical networks. Further, the authors cite [Curti et. al.
2005], who discussed advance reservation of heterogeneous network paths in grid
computing and in order to integrate the path management with grid information and
authentication services, proposed a network resource hierarchy.

Furthermore, the authors cited multiple previous works which tried to improve
advance reservations. They cite the work of Wang et al. [2005], who proposed a sliding
scheduled traffic model and a demand time conflict resolution scheme to maximize
the resource usage in a network. Finally, the authors cite the work of [He et. al. 2006]
which proposes a Flesible Advance Reservation Model (FARM) and described how to
implement this model in the meta-scheduling problem [Tanwir et al. 2008].

Shortcomings of Previous Work. The authors do not identify any shortcomings of the
previous work mentioned.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. The authors focus on evaluating and comparing
various algorithms for advanced light path scheduling that can be implemented in a
Domain Network Resource Manager (DNRM). In the end the authors hope to find the
best scheduling policy for a grid network resource manager that improves network
utilization and minimizes blocking probability simultaneously.

Experiments. The authors conducted simulation experiments on a 14-node National
Science Foundation Network (NSFNET) topology with 42 unidirectional links and
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a 33 node Gigabit European Advanced Network Technology (GEANT) topology with
94 unidirectional links. The authors assumed 10 wavelengths on each link and full
wavelength conversion on each link, with 30 minute time slots. Further, requests
are assumed to come in a poison fashion and all requests need to reserve a light
path with bandwidth equal to one wavelength. The duration of a reservation is
uniformly distributed. In order to stimulate a more realistic environment, the authors
generated the intermediate period between the arrival of the request and the start
of the reservation using a discrete probability distribution. Moreover, the sour and
destination nodes for the requested connection are selected randomly using a uniform
distribution, and simulations were run for long-time durations with a large number
off arrivals such that a sufficiently small confidence interval within 1% of the mean
with 95% confidence is reached. Finally, the authors used a link failure model where
a link is randomly selected from the network as a failed link. And the mean time to
failure was exponentially distributed with a mean of 80 slots (recovery time is also
exponentially distributed with a mean of 48 slots). The authors assumed a link fails
when all wavelengths on that link fail.

Results. The authors claim that their simulation results show that minimum cost
adaptive routing usage of the link provides the least blocking probability. Moreover,
searching for k alternate paths within the scheduling window significantly improved
performance. In the case of wavelength assignment, the authors claim that a scheme
that minimizes unused leading or trailing gaps in wavelengths gave the best results.
Finally in the case of failure recovery, the authors claim to have found that a short
re-routing interval gives a large number of terminated connections while a long
interval reroutes unaffected connections. Hence the authors conclude there is a
tradeoff between the two intervals and best results are obtained when the re-routing
interval is based on the moving average of the historical failure times and is updated
continuously

Claims Made. The authors claim they have implemented periodic reconfiguration
of reserved lightpaths in their simulations, which has improved performance but has
not presented a very significant improvement. Hence, more work needs to be done for
further improvement of performance.

4.8. Liu et al. 2009
Citation: LIU X., QIAO C., WEI W., YU X., WANG T., HU W., GUO W., AND WU, M. 2009.
Task scheduling and lightpath establishment in optical grids. Journal of Lightwave
Technology, 27, 12. 1827-1836.

Problem. Grid applications are slowly becoming more data-intensive, and require
huge data transfers between multiple geographically separated computing nodes.
The authors claim that in order for WDM networks to efficiently support this type
of emerging application in the future, the traditional approaches to establishing
lightpaths between given source-destination nodes will not be sufficient, nor are
those existing application level approaches that consider computing resources but
ignore the optical layer connectivity. The authors claim that instead, one must jointly
consider lightpath establishment and task scheduling to achieve the best performance.

Previous Work. The authors cite the control software and technologies proposed in
the works by Simeonidou et al. [2005, De Leenheer et al. [2006], Zervas et al. [2007] to
efficiently control and support grid services. The authors further cite the work done by
Wang et al. [2007] which considered the problem of jointly scheduling computational
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and networking resources in one Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).

Shortcomings of Previous Work. The authors cite the book “Task Scheduling in
Parallel and Distributed Systems” by El Rewini et al. [1994], and speculate that the
underlying physical network’s connectivity is taken for granted, and that at best it is
assigned a known “communication cost” between two nodes [Liu et al. 2009]. Further,
they claim that it is assumed that this cost does not depend on where other tasks are
assigned. This is not the case in the real world, where in a WDM network supporting
dynamic jobs, link usage is dynamic and the “communication cost” between two nodes
depends on the assignment of other tasks.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. The authors consider a similar problem where
lightpaths are required for communicating nodes and multiple jobs may arrive one
after another and, accordingly, the objective is to minimize the resource usage,
subject to the job’s deadline constraint (if any). Additionally, when the objective is to
minimize the completion time of a job, authors claim to obtain an optimal solution for
a pipelined (DAG). Based on this information, the authors further devise an efficient
algorithm for a general DAG. Moreover, the authors claim that this work differs from
previous works on traditional lightpath establishment, in which case the source and
destination pairs are given. Also, different Asynchronous Array of Simple Processors
(ASAP) networks need to be formed for different jobs, so the problem of forming an
ASAP network for each job differs from the virtual topology design.

Experiments. The authors implemented the proposed algorithms over a WDM net-
work with 100 wavelengths per link, with 24 nodes (USNET topology), with each node
connected to one computing node. Further, they have assigned random values to the
initial resource availability information. The experiments were repeated on different
setups (like different task graphs) using different seeds for random generators. The
authors used fixed routing for simplicity.

Results. The authors claim that the simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm performs better than a traditional list scheduling algorithm. Further, they
claim that the proposed heuristics are the first attempt to minimize the cost with a
deadline constraint in optical grids.

Claims Made. The authors claim that to the extent of their knowledge, the proposed
heuristics are the first attempt in optical grid research that addresses the optimization
problem of minimizing the resource usage subject to the job’s deadline constraint
while obtaining an optimal solution for a pipelined DAG.

4.9. Jin et al. 2009
Citation: JIN Y., WANG Y., GUO W., SUN W., AND HU W. 2009. Communication con-
tention reduction in joint scheduling for optical grid computing. In Networks for Grid
Applications. Lecture Notes of the Institute for Computer Sciences, Social Informatics
and Telecommunications Engineering Series, vol. 2. Springer Berlin Heidelberg,
206-213.

Problem. Optical networks are used to provide guaranteed quality of service connec-
tions, and are being widely implemented for scientific applications and simulations.
In this infrastructure, the optical links are regarded as resources and are jointly
scheduled with other grid resources, hence communication contention must be taken
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into account for efficient task scheduling.

Previous Work. The authors start by citing previous works that deal with the
testbeds and/or architectures for optical grid applications. They note that these
works mainly aim to integrate optical networks as grid services, or to make optical
circuit-switched networks (OCS) more suitable to meet the requirements of a typical
grid, such as user-controlled capabilities, fast lightpath provisioning, and flexible
dynamic control. Furthermore, the authors claim that there are few works that focus
on the scheduling problem for optical grids in theoretical detail. With regard to DAG
scheduling, the same method used by the authors of this paper, they cite works by
Topcuoglu et al. [2002], Wu et al. [1990], Yang et al. [1994] and Kwok et al. [2000].
Further, the authors cite a few attempts to incorporate communication contention
awareness into DAG scheduling, such as the work done by Kwok et al. [2000],
Beaumont et al. [2002] and Sinnen et al. [2005], and Agarwal et al. [2006]. Finally, the
authors acknowledge the work by Wang et al. [2007] which proposes a joint scheduling
model of computing and networking resources for optical grid applications by incorpo-
rating the link communication contention of the optical networks into DAG scheduling.

Shortcomings of Previous Work. With regard to the proposed algorithms for DAG
scheduling by Topcuoglu et al. [2002], Wu et al. [1990], Yang et al. [1994] and Kwok et
al. [2000], the authors note that these algorithms cannot be applied to grid computing
applications. The authors further note that most of them assume an ideal communi-
cation system in which the grid resources are fully connected and the communication
between any two grid resources can be provisioned whenever the need arises, this
is not the case in a real world OCS network in which a lightpath should be the first
setup before each communication and torn down after communications end[Jin et al.
2009]. In other words, they do not account for the optical constraints, in which case if
one lightpath is already occupied by a wavelength, it cannot be occupied by another
wavelength or signal, this creates communication contention problems.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. The authors model this problem as a communi-
cation aware Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) scheduling problem. They claim to have
found that there are two ways to reduce the communication contention, the first being
the use of adapting routing schemes to detour the heavy traffic. While the second is
to map task objects to nearby grid resources to avoid long-hop communications. The
authors focus on the second method in this paper, and propose to use the hop-bytes
metric (HBM) heuristic to select computing resources, in order to reduce the commu-
nication contention.

Experiments. The authors employed two conventional network topologies, with one
being a 64-node mesh-torus and the other a 46-node USNET. In order to minimize
communication contention, the algorithm aims to minimize the link capacity. The
authors further employ two routing schemes and three resource selection schemes,
while using the same random DAG generator as in the work by Wang et al. [2005].
The DAG node weight is taken randomly from a uniform distribution of approximately
10, making the average node weight 10. While the communication-computation-ratio
(CCR) is chosen to be 2 to simulate more communications with the application.
Furthermore, the authors assumed that all DAG nodes and grid resources are of the
same time, and that grid resources are homogeneous, with performance results being
the average of 100 simulations.
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Results. The authors demonstrate that the HBM-based resource selection scheme
contributes to lower resource utilization, while the adaptive routing scheme reduces
the schedule length. Hence this leads the authors to claim that simulation results
show that the HBM approach, combined with the adapting routing scheme, can
achieve better performance in terms of normalized schedule length and link utiliza-
tion, and most of the communication contention can be avoided.

Claims Made. The authors claim that there are few works that focus on the schedul-
ing problem for optical grids in theoretical detail. They further claim that when they
employ the HBM and routing schemes together, both of their merits can be achieved
and most of the communication contention can be avoided, leading to the smallest
schedule length with relatively lower link utilization [Jin et al. 2009].

4.10. Stevens et al. 2009
Citation: STEVENS T., DE LEENHEER M., DEVELDER C., DHOEDT B., CHRISTODOULOPOULOUS
K., AND KOKKINOS P., AND VARVARIGOS E. 2009. Multi-cost job routing and scheduling
in grid networks. Future Generation Computer Systems 25, 8, 912-925.

Problem. Due to the algorithms responsible for the routing of data and the schedul-
ing of tasks, efficient management of the available infrastructure of grid networks in
order to satisfy user requirements and maximize resource utilization becomes vital.
Grid applications usually pose challenging demands on networks, since data trans-
fers demand high bandwidth and low latency connections. This makes optical grids
the most suitable technology to implement today’s grid systems. However, the authors
speculate that, irrespective of the transport technology used, several problems arise.
The authors solve for two: the efficient routing of data between grid sites, and account-
ing for temporal information in the scheduling and routing decisions.

Previous Work. With regard to multi-cost algorithms, the authors cite works by Wang
et al. [1996], Van Mieghem et al. [2001, 2004], Kuipers et al. [2004, 2005], and Chen et
al. [1998]. However they note that these algorithms are mainly used for QoS routing
problems.

Shortcomings of Previous Work. The authors do not specify any shortcomings of the
previous work mentioned.

New Idea/Algorithm/Architecture. The authors present several multi-cost algo-
rithms for the joint scheduling of the communication and computational resources
that will be used by a grid task [Stevens et al. 2009]. Specifically, the authors claim
the proposed immediate reservation algorithm selects the computation resource to ex-
ecute the task and determine the path to route the input data [Stevens et al. 2009].
Further, they propose multi-cost schemes of polynomial complexity which perform ad-
vance reservations, and therefore also find the start times for the transmission of data
and task execution.

Experiments. The authors used the Phosphorus network from the Phosphorus
project, with 9 nodes and 16 bidirectional links. Further, the authors assumed that the
network is composed of 1Gbps optical links, with each offering a single wavelength.
Moreover, the authors selected three nodes at random to function as computing ele-
ments, with each element containing 60 CPUs, and each CPU offering 25000 million
instructions per second.

Results. The authors claim that the quantitative results show that, due to the in-
clusion of temporal information in their multi-cost formulation, the time complexity of
the advance reservation algorithms increased.
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Claims Made. The authors claim that they have demonstrated the inherent trade-
off for immediate vs. advanced reservations. Specifically, they claim to have found that
the lower blocking probability achieved by advance reservations comes at a small or
moderate increase in the end-to-end delay.
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